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BARTLETT, FREDERIC CLAY
1  Yellow birds
2  Flowing fountain, Munich
3  Roof garden, autumn afternoon
4  Chinese tower, Munich

BETTS, LOUIS
5  Portrait: Charles L. Hutchinson

BROWNE, CHARLES FRANCIS
6  The castle by the river
7  Landscape
8  Cloud shadows
9  The river

BUEHR, KARL ALBERT
10 Pilgrims' rest at Honfleur, France
11 Louisette
12 Flowery orchard path
13 Kathleen
14 St. Geneviève, France

CLARKSON, RALPH
15 Preliminary portrait (Sketch)
16 Preliminary portrait (Sketch)
17 Preliminary portrait (Composition sketch)
18 Across the studio
GROVER, OLIVER DENNETT
19 S. Pietro in Castello
20 Interior
21 Sunshine
22 Rain

HENDERSON, WILLIAM P.
23 Portrait, Miss B.
24 The red bridge
25 The river
26 Spring

IRVINE, WILSON
27 The fisherman
28 Breath of spring
29 The mill pond

PARKER, LAWTON
30 The rose harbor
31 Portrait of Miss Mary Prendergast
32 Cinararia
33 A Santa Barbara garden
34 The eucalyptus trees
35 A Santa Barbara home
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